Multiplexed quantum memories capable of storing and processing entangled photons are essential for the development of quantum networks. In this context, we demonstrate and certify the simultaneous storage and retrieval of two entangled photons inside a solid-state quantum memory and measure a temporal multimode capacity of ten modes. This is achieved by producing two polarization entangled pairs from parametric down conversion and mapping one photon of each pair onto a rare-earth-ion doped (REID) crystal using the atomic frequency comb (AFC) protocol. We develop a concept of indirect entanglement witnesses, which can be used as Schmidt number witness, and we use it to experimentally certify the presence of more than one entangled pair retrieved from the quantum memory. Our work puts forward REID-AFC as a platform compatible with temporal multiplexing of several entangled photon pairs along with a new entanglement certification method useful for the characterisation of multiplexed quantum memories.
Multiplexed quantum memories capable of storing and processing entangled photons are essential for the development of quantum networks. In this context, we demonstrate and certify the simultaneous storage and retrieval of two entangled photons inside a solid-state quantum memory and measure a temporal multimode capacity of ten modes. This is achieved by producing two polarization entangled pairs from parametric down conversion and mapping one photon of each pair onto a rare-earth-ion doped (REID) crystal using the atomic frequency comb (AFC) protocol. We develop a concept of indirect entanglement witnesses, which can be used as Schmidt number witness, and we use it to experimentally certify the presence of more than one entangled pair retrieved from the quantum memory. Our work puts forward REID-AFC as a platform compatible with temporal multiplexing of several entangled photon pairs along with a new entanglement certification method useful for the characterisation of multiplexed quantum memories.
Quantum memories are key elements for developing future quantum networks [1] . Optical quantum memories [2, 3] allow storage of parts of optical quantum states, for instance the storage of one photon out of a pair of entangled photons. This ability can be used to herald entanglement between stored excitations of remote quantum memories [4] [5] [6] , which is a basic resource for long-distance quantum networks. A prominent example is the quantum repeater [7, 8] , which in principle can distribute quantum entanglement over continental distances, thereby allowing long-distance quantum key distribution over scales impossible by current technologies [9] .
Most quantum repeater schemes require efficient multiplexing in order to achieve any useful rate of entanglement distribution [10] , which in turn requires quantum memories (QM) that are highly multimode [11] . Quantum memories based on ensembles of atoms provide such a resource, where different degrees of freedom can be used to achieve multimode storage, such as spatial [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , spectral [17, 18] or temporal modes [19] . The ensemble approach also provides strong collective light-matter coupling [20, 21] , making high memory efficiencies possible.
In this work we address the challenge of demonstrating and certifying simultaneous storage of several quantum excitations in different temporal modes of a QM. We focus on temporal multimode storage in a single spatial mode, which is compatible with optical fiber technologies and therefore attractive for long-distance quantum * Current address: Present address: Department of Physics and Oregon Center for Optical Molecular & Quantum Science, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403, USA; jlavoie@uoregon.edu
analysis Polarization Temporally multiplexed photon pairs generated from spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) are stored in a multimode quantum memory (QM) and released after a predetermined time τM . The pump is pulsed with a 10 MHz repetition rate and with duration τp. Two polarization-entangled pairs are generated probabilistically by the same pulse and separated by a time δt ≤ τM . The duration of the pulse equals the storage time such that the stored photons are both in the QM for a time (τM − δt). To certify entanglement after absorption and remission by the QM we analyze the correlations in polarization of the four-photon state.
networks. We use the atomic frequency comb (AFC) approach [22] , which can achieve multimode storage for much lower optical depths compared to other ensemblebased storage techniques [19] . This protocol is specifically developed for rare-earth-ion doped (REID) crystals [23] . Previous studies have demonstrated temporal highly multimode storage using the AFC scheme, but these experiments have employed either strong [24] [25] [26] or attenuated laser pulses [27] [28] [29] , and true singlephoton pulses [30] but without entanglement. Here we demonstrate simultaneous storage of two entangled pho-ton pairs. The certification of multi-pair entanglement in our experiment requires novel tools, given the limited available data. This is achieved by constructing indirect entanglement witnesses, which we use experimentally to certify the presence of more than one entangled pair retrieved from the quantum memory. The setup of our experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Two independent pairs of entangled signal and idler photons are generated via spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) within a time window shorter than the memory time. The idler photons are at the telecommunication wavelength of 1338 nm, while the signal photons are at 883 nm [31] . The two signal photons are stored in the REID crystal in the same spatial mode, but in two independent temporal modes that differ by up to ten times their coherence time. After a pre-determined storage time, the two photons are re-emitted from the memory and detected by the single-photon detectors (and similarly for the idler photons).
The full characterization of the state of both photon pairs is constrained by the fact that their creation time is much smaller than the dead time of the detectors. This is typical of current single-photon detectors and it can complicate the analysis of temporally multiplexed quantum memories storing short (broadband) single photons. One obvious solution is to double the number of analyzers (and detectors), or use complex multiplexing schemes in space or frequency [32, 33] . Here, instead, we want to use a pair of detectors on each side and apply the same projective measurement needed to analyze a single pair. This leads to a limited set of measurements and outcomes. Previous efforts have been devoted to addressing nonlinear functions of density matrix elements, which due to the lack of convexity proved very challenging [34, 35] and still lack assumption-free certification methods. To address this, we develop a new concept of induced witness operators, where an incomplete set of count rates can conclusively certify entanglement, or even Schmidt numbers, without any assumptions about the state. We then apply this new concept to certify the presence of two entangled pairs in our experiment.
First, we demonstrate the capability to generate two independent entangled photon pairs for further quantum storage. For this we generate polarization-entangled photon pairs from SPDC inside two nonlinear waveguides. The continuous pump laser has a central wavelength of 532 nm and is modulated in intensity to obtain a 10 MHz train of 50 ns square pulses (Fig. 1) . This modulation defines a temporal window, corresponding to the storage time, inside which two pairs can be generated. The configuration of the nonlinear waveguides, shown in Fig. 2 , is such that photons are created in a coherent superposition of |HH , from the first waveguide, or |V V , from the second [31] . We approximate each pair by the state
where t is the photon pair creation time within the square ; fiber-coupled superconducting nanowires on the idler side and free-space APDs on the signal side. pump window, s and i subscripts label signal and idler modes, while |H and |V designate horizontal and vertical polarization states of a single photon, respectively.
Two independent polarization-entangled pairs can be generated from the same pulse, in condition that the delay between the pairs, δt, is sufficiently larger than the coherence time of one pair [36] . In this case, the joint state of two pairs is described by
The measured coherence time of a photon pair, τ c = 1.9 ns, is defined by the filtering system which is applied to the both photons (for the details see [31] ). Overall, the rate of two-fold coincident detections after storage is 200 Hz for an average pump power of 4 mW (2 mW at the input of each waveguide). The signal mode of each pair is coupled to the QM. The latter consists of two Nd 3+ :Y 2 SiO 5 crystals mounted around a half-wave plate, together enabling high-fidelity polarization storage [37] [38] [39] . The absorption profile of the broad resonant frequency transition of the atomic ensemble is tailored in a frequency comb using optical pumping techniques [39] . The prepared AFC fixes the storage time to τ M = 50 ns [22] and the measured total memory efficiency of the single photon is η = 7(1)% in the double-pass configuration depicted in Fig. 2 . To analyze the correlations between the released signal and idler photons, we use a combination of quarter-wave, half-wave plates and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) on each side.
To detect the stored signal and the idler photons from each pair we put two single-photon detectors (SPDs) at the output ports of the PBS on each side (denoted as "+" and "−" in Fig. 2 ). We use superconducting nanowire SPDs (D (i) ± ) with 75% efficiency, 100 ns dead time and 300 ps jitter (WSi superconducting nanowire [40] ) for the idler photons. The signal photons are detected with two free-space free-running silicon avalanche photodiode (D (s) ± ) with 40% efficiency, 1 µs dead time and 400 ps jitter.
Figure 3(a) shows two-fold coincidences as a function of the delay between the detections of a signal and an idler photons. The temporally resolved peak structure corresponds to the transmitted (0 ns) and stored signal photon in the QM (50 ns) from a single photon pair (Eq. (1)). However, to detect and analyze the fourphoton state (Eq. (2)) one has to look at coincidences between all four detectors (four-folds). Our main limitation comes from the ∼ 1 µs dead time of the signal mode detectors. Given that one photon of the first pair is detected at one output port of the PBS, the photon of the second pair cannot be detected in the same output port, as the separation is smaller than the dead time. For example, if the first photon pair is detected in (D − ). For a given pair of measurement settings (denoting x and y the choice of measurement setting for Alice and Bob, respectively), there are thus four accessible event rates labelled N ab,āb|xy , where a, b = ±. Figure 3(b) shows the histogram of measured four-fold events, for different delays δt between pairs. The triangular shape is caused by the square wave pumping of the SPDC: the probability to generate two photon pairs with the delay between them equal to the pump length (in our case 50 ns) is much smaller for smaller delays.
Two detections on the idler's side, with delay δt, herald two signal photons, also with delay δt (within their coherence times), counted and analyzed after storage in the QM. In the data analysis, the delay between two pairs is bounded by the storage time τ M = 50 ns. Hence, we only consider the overall range delimited by two dotted vertical lines on Fig. 3(b) . Importantly, by comparing the histograms corresponding to different delays between photon pairs, we see that the presence of two excitations does not change the efficiency of the QM. The multimode capacity of the QM is given by the number of modes (bins on the histogram) and equal to 10. Those results are direct signatures of temporal multimode capacity of our QM using simultaneous storage of two single photons.
The limited set of projection measurements used in this experiment does not allow us to probe entanglement of the four-photon state (Eq. (2)) using standard tools. To certify the presence of two entangled pairs in different temporal modes we therefore devise an entanglement witness based on the event rates N ab,āb|xy for different pairs of measurement settings.
To distinguish the different temporal modes the overlap between adjacent modes should be minimized. The size of the temporal bins must be larger than the coherence time of the photon pair generated from the SPDC (∼ 2 ns). For this reason, we consider only the events when photon pairs are separated more than 5 ns (Fig. 3(b) ), which corresponds to 2.5 times the temporal width of a photon pair. Specifically, we denote the final quantum state (after the memory) ρ, which is of
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(color online) Entanglement witness. From the measured four-fold correlations we can compute our central figure of merit T (Eq. (3)). A value of T implies that the operator W k (T ) has an expectation value equal to exactly zero. For a sufficiently large value of T this implies that the expectation value of W1(T ) (or W2(T )) is negative. Since we can prove that W1 is an entanglement witness and W2 a Schmidt number witness, we can thus conclude on one or two entangled pairs.
dimension 4 × 4. Our goal is to prove that ρ contains two entangled pairs (Fig. 4) and do not have to assume a priori that ρ consists of two independent pairs (as in Eq. (2)). That is, violation of our entanglement witness certifies the presence of more than one entangled pair, even if the two pairs may have become correlated inside the QM. Surprisingly this is achieved even without direct access to density matrix elements, but only proportionality relations between them Appendix. Our witness involves two local measurement settings per party. Using Bloch vector notation, Alice's measurements are given by vectorsσ x (for x = 0) andσ y (for x = 1), while Bob's measurements are (σ x +σ y )/ √ 2 (for y = 0) and (σ x −σ y )/ √ 2 (for y = 1). Note that this choice of measurements is typical for Bell-CHSH tests [39] and suitable for the entanglement witness described below. For a given choice of local measurements, the event rates N ab:āb are thus proportional to Tr(P a ⊗ Pā ⊗ P b ⊗ Pbρ), where P a = (1 1 + av ·ˆ σ)/2 denote qubit projectors. Our entanglement witness is based on the expression
where we have defined correlation functions
ab N ab,āb|xy
and a normalization factor N = 1 4 x,y=0,1 a,b=±1 N ab,āb|xy .
In the case ρ contains one entangled pair (or less), the expression T is upper-bounded by
Hence any violation of the witness, i.e. T > 5/ √ 2, implies the presence of more than one entangled pair in the output state ρ. For any separable state ρ we prove that the expression T has an upper bound of 2 √ 2. This allows to use the actual value of the witness to certify the presence of entanglement in general (Fig. 4) ; the value of T can be attributed to the expectation value of an induced operator W(T ). Depending on the value of T the fact that this operator has a vanishing expectation value certifies entanglement of one or more entangled photon pairs. The details of the derivation of the bounds are given in Appendix. 
(3).T is a model-based estimation of the expected T value in our experiment (see text)
. There is a good agreement between the two. These results above the bound (6) of 3.535 certify entanglement for each photon pair released from the QM. The uncertainties represent one standard deviation assuming Poisson statistics for the counts.
With the recorded four-fold events in hand, we use the entanglement witness to show that the two pairs used to probe the multimode properties of the memory are polarization entangled. Each correlator of Eq. (3) is measured for 900 seconds and the sequence is repeated many times (see Table I ). The experimental value of the entanglement witness is T = 3.67±0.06, two standard deviations above the upper bound (6) of 3.535 attainable when only one pair is entangled while the other is separable. One can find all the counts to reconstruct the witness in the Appendix.
To understand what limits our measured value of T , we developed a simple model to predict it using only the measurement of the Bell-CHSH parameter S for a single entangled pair (see the details in the Appendix). For this we assume that we are measuring two independent pairs and a total quantum state of the form
is a two-qubit Werner state with visibility V. We should measure the value S = 2 √ 2V for a single entangled pair in the state ρ W (V), and we can use this to calculate the expected value ofT . With the photons retrieved from the QM, we found S = 2.58 ± 0.02 corresponding to a visibility of V = 0.912 ± 0.007, which leads to an expected value ofT = 3.64 ± 0.02, in agreement with experimentally measured value of T . We note that in this model, a minimum visibility of V 0.85 (for each identical pair) is required to certify more than one entangled pair, which is more stringent than the case where all measurement outcomes are accessible. The maximum value reachable with a state of the form ρ W is T = 8 √ 2/3 3.77 with V = 1. The visibility V in our experiment was limited equally by the imperfect preparation of the polarization entangled state and multi-pair generation from the SPDC source [31] .
In conclusion, we quantified the temporal multimode capacity of our solid-state QM using two entangled photon pairs as a probe. To ascertain the high-fidelity storage, we developed an entanglement certification method that can also be used as a Schmidt number witness. The latter does not require any assumptions on the quantum state and works even with a limited set of projective measurements. Our approach can be adapted to certify entanglement involving multiple stored excitations in multiplexing quantum memories harnessing other degrees of freedom such as frequency and spatial modes of light.
Progress towards a quantum repeater requires the use of a quantum memory that can retrieve photons ondemand using a complete long-duration AFC spin-wave storage [28, 29, 41] with high multimode capacity [42] . Alternatively, a scheme based on spectral multiplexing which does not require temporal on-demand readout could be used [17] . Our experiment demonstrating storage of several entangled excitations in ten different temporal modes of a quantum memory together with previous demonstrations open promising perspectives in the direction of long-distance quantum communication.
APPENDIX FOR "TEMPORAL MULTIMODE STORAGE OF ENTANGLED PHOTON PAIRS" I. INDIRECT ENTANGLEMENT WITNESSES
Here we present the details of the derivation of the entanglement witness used in the main text. Although we expect the final state to be a product of two highly entangled states, we obviously do not want to make this assumption in the derivation of its entanglement certification. For that purpose we treat the underlying events as originating from a 4 × 4 dimensional Hilbert space without any assumption in its internal structure. In the ideal case that state should correspond to a tensor product of two Bell states and thus have a Schmidt number of 4. If only one of the pairs could retain its entanglement through the storage in the quantum memory its Schmidt number would be at most 2. If, on the other hand all the entanglement had been destroyed, the resulting state would be completely separable (i.e. Schmidt number 1).
Ideally we could now derive a Schmidt number witness W k [43] , tailored towards this state. One could then decompose this witness into a linear combination of local measurements and acquire all the required coincidences until that witness is constructed and assumption-free entanglement of both pairs is certified. As pointed out in the main text, however, the dead times between the two signals prohibit the acquisition of complete counts in any basis. It is thus impossible to follow the canonical approach of obtaining density matrix elements through local projective coincidences as:
since N tot inevitably contains terms that cannot be measured in the current setup. What we can measure instead are proportionality constants T between different count rates, i.e.
with arbitrary real coefficients c a,b and d a,b . Even though we do not have access to N tot we can now use it to rewrite the above as a fraction of corresponding density matrix elements. 
If we can prove that E min > 0, we have thus proven entanglement of the state ρ, through the induced witness W(T ). Even though the above optimization problem is convex, it may nonetheless be hard to solve. We can however use the concept of positive maps to address it through a relaxation (even in the multipartite case, see [44] ). As an exemplary case consider the partial transpose map, i.e.
Since the explicit form of the above optimization problem is a semi-definite program (SDP), it can be easily solved using SDP solvers, where the maximization of the dual yields analytic lower bounds on the minimum. It is even possible to address the dimensionality of entanglement in this context. Since the negativity N (ρ) is bounded for states of Schmidt rank k as
[45], we can make use of its variational form N (ρ) = min(Tr(M − )), s.t.
This is again an SDP, and thus possible to compute analytic bounds. Now it is obvious that if E k > 0 the Schmidt number (i.e. entanglement dimensionality) of the experimental state ρ has to be greater than k. Now applying the above formalism to the two-photon pair experiment we can use
ab N ab,āb|xy (16) and a normalization factor
Now we can optimize over all T such that:
and
In the last program we can furthermore add Schmidt number witnesses [43] to be non-violated as a linear constraint. We have implemented these programs with MATLAB using the SDPT3 solver and the YALMIP package [46] and found that T P P T = 2 √ 2 and with a bounded negativity and choosing the optimal Schmidt number witness for the unconstrained state the value for one photon is T ≈ 3.535, thus showing that the induced entanglement witnesses W(T ) indeed proves that more than one entangled pair is required to explain the observed correlations.
II. CONSISTENCY CHECK
The consistency of the experimentally obtained value of T can be verified with the following model. Assume two independent photon pairs, each pair being in a Werner state with visibility V:
(|00 + |11 ) is a Bell state. Hence the total state is of the form ρ(V) = ρ W (V) ⊗ ρ W (V). For such a state, the witness value T can be directly expressed in function of the visibility
Equivalently, this can be expressed in terms of the Bell-CHSH parameter S for a single photon pair:
Here the CHSH parameter is given by
where we have defined the usual correlators E xy = a,b=±1 abp(ab|xy). For a single photon pair in a Werner state ρ W (V), the CHSH value is a simple function of the visibility: S = 2 √ 2V. Notice that the measurement settings used in our witness are the optimal settings for testing CHSH on the Bell state |φ + .
Experimentally, we measured for a single photon pair S = 2.58 ± 0.02. Given the above model, we thus expect a witness value ofT = 3.64±0.02, in excellent agreement with our data.
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x0, y0 x0, y1 x1, y0 x1, y1 x0, y0 x0, y1 x1, y0 x1, y1 The total number of quadruples is plotted in function of the delay between photon pairs which were transmitted (right graph) or stored in the quantum memory (left). Triangular shape comes from the square shape of the pump and convolution. To certify storage of both photon pairs we consider a maximum delay of 50 ns between two photon pairs. For longer delay, one cannot certify that two stored for at least some time. The number of stored quadruples from the first pulse or any other is the same which underlines that the efficiency of the QM doesn't depend on the number of stored excitations. 
